The Occupational and Public Health Specialty Section (OPHSS) resulted from the merger of the Occupational Health and the Epidemiology Specialty Sections. The goal of the OPHSS is to advance the integration of exposure, toxicological and epidemiological principles and research approaches in addressing occupational, environmentally-related, and public health issues. The OPHSS seeks to achieve this goal by (1) identifying and encouraging integrative research to further the understanding of the impact of exposure to chemicals, pollutants, and pharmaceutical drugs on the general and susceptible populations, and, in turn, (2) better informing regulatory decisions and actions that impact both individual and population health, (3) identifying and promoting the continual development and application of emerging methods, tools, and models, and (4) sponsor and support activities to attract the next generation of scientists to occupational and environmental public health.

OPHSS Mission

The Occupational and Public Health Specialty Section (OPHSS) seeks to achieve this goal by: (1) identifying and encouraging integrative research to further the understanding of the impact of exposure to chemicals, pollutants, and pharmaceutical drugs on health issues. The OPHSS seeks to achieve this goal by: (1) identifying approaches in addressing occupational, environmentally-related, and public health issues. The OPHSS seeks to achieve this goal by: (1) identifying and encouraging integrative research to further the understanding of the impact of exposure to chemicals, pollutants, and pharmaceutical drugs on the general and susceptible populations, and, in turn, (2) better informing regulatory decisions and actions that impact both individual and population health, (3) identifying and promoting the continual development and application of emerging methods, tools, and models, and (4) sponsor and support activities to attract the next generation of scientists to occupational and environmental public health.

OPHSS at SOT 2011

OPHSS Sponsored Events

Continuing Education
Sunday, March 6th, 8:15 AM – 12:00 NOON
Protecting Human Health: Use of Toxicological and Epidemiological Data in Determining Safe Levels for Human Exposure (AM06 CE BASIC)
Symposium
Monday, March 7th, 8:00 AM – 4:45 PM
Toxicological Considerations in the Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill

OPHSS Endorsed Events

Continuing Education
Sunday, March 6th, 8:15 AM – 12:00 NOON
Toxicology and Risk Assessment of Chemical Mixtures (AM88 CE BASIC)
Workshops
Monday, March 7th, 9:15 AM – 12:00 NOON
Approaches for Integrating Toxicological and Epidemiological Data to Better Inform Risk Assessment
Wednesday, March 9th, 1:30 PM – 4:15 PM
Meeting the Challenges of Respiratory Toxicology Testing: Search for Best Practices

Roundtables

Wednesday, March 9th, 12:00 NOON – 7:20 PM
'Omics in Toxic Tort

Wednesday, March 9th, 4:30 PM – 5:30 PM
Assessment of Nanoparticle Effects in Occupational Settings and in Inhalation Toxicology Studies: Is There a Best Dosimetric User?

Informational Sessions

Monday, March 6th, 12:15 PM – 1:45 PM
The International Cooperation on Alternative Test Methods (ICATM): Translating Science to Alternative Settings and in Inhalation Toxicology Studies: Is There a Best Dosimetric User?
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